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Abstract

This paper describes a dynamic fuel cell vehicle simulation (FCVSim) tool for the load-following direct-hydrogen (DH) fuel cell vehicle.
The emphasis is on simulation of the direct-hydrogen fuel cell system (FC System) within the vehicle simulation tool. This paper is focused
on the subsystems that are specific to the load-following direct-hydrogen model. The four major subsystems discussed are the fuel cell stack,
t subsystem
s ware and
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he air supply, the water and thermal management (WTM), and the hydrogen supply. The discussion provides the details of these
imulations. The basic vehicle configuration has been previously outlined by Hauer [An Analysis Tool For Fuel Cell Vehicle Hard
oftware (Controls) with an Application to Fuel Economy Comparisons of Alternative System Designs, Dissertation, UC Californi
SA, 2001] and Hauer and Moore [Fuel Cells for Automotive Applications, Professional Engineering Publishing, 2003, pp. 157–1
860584233] and is only briefly reviewed in this paper.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

A new dynamic fuel cell vehicle simulation tool
FCVSim), that is designed for the analysis and evaluation of
uel cell vehicle (FCV) design options, has been introduced
nd described (Hauer[1] and Hauer and Moore[2,4,5]). This
ew tool was introduced following a benchmarking of pub-

icly available FCV simulation tools (Hauer and Moore[3]).
he primary attributes ofFCVSimare:

Emphasis on fuel cell vehicles,
Logical forward-looking causal structure,
Incorporation of dynamics aspects,
Modular topology, and
Preparation for hardware-in-the-loop and rapid prototyp-
ing.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 808 956 2329; fax: +1 808 956 2336.
E-mail address:rmmoore@hawaii.edu (R.M. Moore).

This general dynamic FCV simulation tool is suitable
both industry and educational users. It was implemente
part of a 5 year R&D project on FCV simulation and analy
sponsored primarily by an industrial consortium of appr
mately 20 companies (see “Acknowledgments” section a
of paper for further details on project and consortium). It is
pected that this new fuel cell vehicle model will be applied

• Academia and government (teaching, policy analysis
• The vehicle industry (analysis of alternative vehicle c

cepts), and
• The component industry (product planning, techno

comparisons).

Versions of theFCVSim tool have been implement
for both load-following and hybrid FCV configurations a
design options using hydrogen, methanol and hydroca
fuels. A total of 13 different load-following and hybr
FCV configurations have been simulated and analyze
ing FCVSim(Hauer and Moore[2]).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Following a brief discussion of the generalFCVSimtool,
and a brief overview and introduction to the direct-hydrogen
version of theFCVSimtool (namely theDH-FCVSimtool),
this paper is organized around the description of the specific
subsystems that are unique to the direct-hydrogen (DH) fuel
cell system (FC System) in theDH-FCVSimtool.

There are four major subsystems that are specific to the
load-following DH model,DH-FCVSim. They are:

• Fuel cell stack,
• Air supply system,
• Water and thermal management system, and
• Hydrogen supply.

In the four main sections of this paper, each of these four
major subsystems is described, components and controls are
discussed, the specific simulation methodology is described,
and the general results available from theDH-FCVSimtool
are illustrated by examples.

2. Review of general FCV simulation tool,FCVSim

This section reviews the generalFCVSimmodel for the
fuel cell vehicle and its main components and component ar-
rangements, i.e., the structure of the generalFCVSimsimula-
t gy.
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vehicle the acceleration signal and the brake signal represent
the position of the acceleration pedal and brake pedal.

From a systems point of view, the driver can be viewed as a
controller for the “Vehicle” system. The inputs to the vehicle
are the acceleration and brake commands and the system out-
put is the vehicle velocity. The only criterion the driver block
must meet is to ensure that the vehicle follows the drive cycle
as closely as possible. In this respect the “Driver” block has
the same task as a driver on an emissions test, namely fol-
lowing a given drive cycle within a specified tolerance band.

The Vehicle block ofFig. 1 contains the four sub-blocks
“Drive Train”, “Vehicle Curb”, “FC System” and “Vehicle
Controls”, as illustrated inFig. 2.

As noted above, the inputs to the overall Vehicle block
are the brake pedal position and the acceleration pedal posi-
tion (vehicle control signals generated by the driver block in
Fig. 1), and the output of this block is the resulting vehicle
velocity.

These two vehicle control signals are then utilized within
the Vehicle block. The acceleration pedal position feeds into
the Drive Train block and determines the fraction of the max-
imum motor torque that is supplied to the vehicle wheels. The
brake pedal position feeds into the Vehicle Controls block.
This block separates regenerative braking (in hybrid vehicles
only) and mechanical braking. The request for regenerative
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ion tool. The model uses a “forward-looking” methodolo
brief discussion of the “forward” and “backward” lookin
ethodology is available in the literature (Hauer[1]). This
odel description begins on the most upper level, the veh
his level illustrates how the driver block interacts with
ehicle block and how the drive cycle is utilized in the mo
he uppermost level of the fuel cell vehicle model cons
f the main blocks “Drive Cycle”, “Driver” and “Vehicle
Fig. 1).

The “Drive Cycle” block describes the demanded d
ng profile by specifying the velocity versus time. Examp
f the standard US and international drive cycles utilize
CVSimare listed by Hauer and Moore[2].

The “Driver” block represents the driver properties
river characteristics. The main task for this block is the c
arison of the driving cycle with the vehicle velocity. In
ase when the simulated vehicle velocity is below the v
le velocity specified in the drive cycle, the driver send
cceleration command to the Vehicle block. In the case w

he simulated vehicle velocity is above the specified velo
he driver sends a brake signal to the Vehicle block. In a

Fig. 1. Uppermost level of the generalFCVSimmodel.
raking is applied internally within the Drive Train blo
nd controls the torque applied to the Vehicle Curb bl
hereas the request for mechanical braking is fed direc

he Vehicle Curb block controlling the use of the mechan
rake system.

The Drive Train block includes models for the power e
ronics for the electric motor, the electric motor, and cont
or the electric motor and the transmission. Dependin
he driver request, expressed by the acceleration pedal
ion and brake pedal position, the Drive Train block prov
orque to the wheels and draws current from the FC Sy
lock.

The Vehicle Curb block models the mechanical pro
ies of the vehicle curb such as aerodynamic drag, ro
esistance, mass, etc. The inputs into this block are th
lied wheel torque and the signal for the mechanical b

raction. The outputs are the resulting vehicle velocity
he motor speed. In designs not considering tire slip, an

Fig. 2. Subsystems in Vehicle block.
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ing a one-speed transmission, these two values are directly
correlated.

The FC System block includes models for a fuel cell sys-
tem, which, in the case of a hybrid design, may also include
an energy storage device (e.g., a battery and/or ultracapaci-
tor), and associated control functions. The input to this block
is the electric current drawn by the motor. The output is the
voltage provided by the FC System to the dc terminals of
the power electronics for the electric motor. For the case of
a non-hybrid fuel cell vehicle this is the same voltage as the
fuel cell stack voltage. In hybrid designs this voltage may be
the battery voltage, or any other voltage, depending on the
exact design and particularly depending on the location of
the dc–dc converter that is normally used in hybrid designs.

The overall design ofFCVSim incorporates two major
feedback loops that simulate the physical dependence of the
maximum motor torque of the electric drive train on the volt-
age supply and the motor speed (seeFig. 2). The physical
origins of these feedback effects are:

• Mechanical feedback: As soon as the driver signals a
torque request the electric drive train starts providing
torque to the wheels. Because of this torque supply the
vehicle accelerates and the motor speed increases. This in-
crease in motor speed feeds back to the Drive Train block,
to account for the sensitivity of the maximum motor torque
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Fig. 3. Configuration of a generic FCV.

by calculating both mechanical variables values versus
time.

Fig. 3shows the energy flow and arrangement of the main
vehicle components in a generic fuel cell vehicle.

As shown inFig. 3, the electric energy provided by the
fuel cell system is fed into the electric drive train. The motor
electronics converts the dc power at the fuel cell stack ter-
minals into ac power fed to the terminals of the ac induction
motor. The motor provides the mechanical shaft energy via a
one-stage reduction gear and a differential to the wheels. A
fuel cell controller, a motor controller and an overall vehicle
controller contain control algorithms designed to provide op-
timum component interaction for all vehicle and component
states.

To ensure that each of the components in the model is
realistically represented,FCVSimincorporates either funda-
mental models (as in the fuel cell stack) or performance based
maps (as in the electric motor and compressor). Some of the
subsystems are separately modeled in greater detail, but fre-
quently a simplified (“reduced”) version of these subsystem
models is then utilized within the vehicle level simulation,
where appropriate for the simulation objective and to reduce
simulation run time. This is done to ensure that the vehicle
model will fully capture all the important characteristics of
each component without unduly sacrificing simulation run
t
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to changes in motor speed.
Electrical Feedback: As soon as the motor starts spin
it provides mechanical power to the wheels. It can o
do this by drawing electrical power from the FC Sys
block. As a result the motor draws an electric current f
the fuel cell system. In general, the voltage generate
the FC System, and provided to the dc terminals of
power electronics, decreases as the load current incr
To account for the sensitivity of the maximum motor tor
on the supply voltage, this decreased voltage is fed
to the electric drive train as a dynamic input.

The voltage decrease effect associated with the elec
eedback loop can be dramatic for a fuel cell power sys
epending on the exact state of operation of the air and
upply variables relative to the power demand. Accoun
or this effect is a critical requirement in providing a reali
ynamic simulation of any fuel cell vehicle.

These two feedback effects, together with the phy
omponent characteristics, determine the overall dyn
haracteristics of the combined drive train, power source
ehicle, which comprise the overall vehicle model. The s
f FCVSimis analogous to the physical setup of a real veh
he only physical interface between the drive train and
ource of electric power is the electric connection betw
oth components (excepting information flow for control p
oses and the cooling system). This interface can be
escribed by change of voltage and current versus time

he mechanical side the physical interface variables bet
he drive train and the vehicle are the wheel torque an
heel speed. Similarly, this interface can be fully descr
ime.
With the exception of the “FC System” block, detai

erivations and descriptions of each of the otherFCVSim
locks are in the literature (Hauer[1], Hauer and Moor

2,4]).

. Overview ofDH-FCVSim model

This section provides an overview of the load-follow
irect-hydrogen fuel cell vehicle (DH-FCV) model that is

ocus of this paper. In this paper the DH-FCV simulation
s referred to asDH-FCVSim. It was developed to simulate
ealistic dynamic DH fuel cell system and fuel cell vehic

DH-FCVSimsimulates a direct-hydrogen vehicle con
red as a load-following vehicle (without additional ene
torage and without the provision of regenerative brak
lthoughFCVSim-based simulation tools have also been
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Fig. 4. DH fuel cell system diagram.

veloped for several hybrid versions of a direct-hydrogen FCV,
these versions of theFCVSimtool are not discussed in this
paper.

A controls engineering view of the direct-hydrogen fuel
cells system is provided in Hauer and Moore[4]. The next
portion of this paper focuses on the less abstract physical de-
scription of the direct-hydrogen fuel cell system implemented
in theDH-FCVSimtool. For modularity reasons and to ensure
proper comparisons among vehicle types all other aspects of
theDH-FCVSimsimulation tool are common to the general
FCVSimtool. Fig. 4 illustrates the physical configuration of
the DH Fuel Cell System simulated inDH-FCVSim.

There are four major subsystems illustrated inFig. 4. They
are:

• Fuel cell stack,
• Air supply system,
• Water and thermal management system,
• Hydrogen supply.

In the following sections of this paper, each of these four
major subsystems of the DH fuel cell system is described,
components and controls are discussed, and the specific sim-
ulation methodology is described and illustrated.
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supplied with oxygen from the ambient air by an air sup-
ply system (typically a compressor or a blower). The stack
performance is strongly dependent on the anode and cathode
conditions—pressure, stoichiometry and humidity, respec-
tively.

The effect on cell/stack performance from changes in these
variables will be illustrated in the following sub-sections. It
cannot be overemphasized how important it is to both under-
stand the shape of the fuel cell polarity plot and to realistically
simulate its dynamic dependence on anode and cathode sup-
ply conditions, and electric power demand, quantitatively.
This quantitative and dynamic dependence has a critical im-
pact on FCV performance. This impact occurs through the
voltage feedback effect illustrated inFig. 2and is due to the
dependence of the available motor torque on the supply volt-
age at the terminals of the power electronics (as discussed
earlier in connection with that figure). As the current (power)
demanded from the fuel cell stack is increased the stack volt-
age decreases and this voltage decrease must be dynamically
simulated to provide a realistic representation of FCV and
fuel cell system performance.
. Fuel cell stack

The fuel cell stack provides the hydrogen energy con
ion and is the power producer inDH-FCVSim. The “size”
f the fuel cell stack is defined by the total number of c

ogether with the active area of each (nominally identi
ell. A simple block diagram of the fuel cell stack is given
ig. 5.

In a DH fuel cell system the anode side of the fuel
tack is supplied with pure hydrogen. The cathode sid
 Fig. 5. Fuel cell stack.
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4.1. Fuel cell and stack simulation description

The fuel cell simulation is based on a basic diagnostic
fuel cell model derived and validated by Springer at Los
Alamos National Labs (Springer et al.[6]). Using this basic
cell model, a stack simulation model was developed to predict
the stack voltage for varying stack current and varying anode
and cathode conditions (pressure and mass flow rates). For
an explanation of the detailed cell and stack model the reader
is referred to the literature (Springer et al.[6], Friedman et
al. [7]).

The following major effects are taken into account in the
cell level simulation:

• Anode overpotential—reaction and transport losses in the
anode catalyst layer,

• Concentration losses from diffusion in the anode backing
layer,

• Cathode overpotential—reaction and transport losses in
the cathode catalyst layer,

• Concentration losses from diffusion in the cathode backing
layer,

• Ionic membrane resistance,
• Water management in the membrane,
• Electronic resistance of the catalyst layers.
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Fig. 6. Simulation of fuel cell voltages for variation in airflow rate.

Fig. 6shows the results of the cell simulation for the vari-
ation in cell voltage and current density due to different air
mass flow rates at constant pressure. The primary impact is
the strong limitation in maximum current density for each
mass flow rate, with a relatively smaller effect on cell voltage
(except near the limiting current value).

Fig. 7 illustrates the simulation at the cell level when the
air pressure is varied with no change in the mass flow rate of
the air. In this case, a substantial voltage variation is generated
for all current densities, but there is only a minor impact on
the maximum current density value.

Fig. 8 illustrates a set of “optimized” cell polarization
curves for the DH case—with curves for indirect methanol
(IM) and indirect hydrocarbon (IH) stacks shown for contrast
(The lower voltages for the IM and IH stacks are primarily
due to the hydrogen dilution in the reformate fuel streams.).
The anode conditions are not constant for this figure and the
individual anode conditions are listed inside the plot.

The cathode conditions that are employed to generate
these “optimum” curves are the result of a system efficiency
optimization process that takes into account the stack, air
supply, and the water and thermal management (WTM) re-
quirements at each current density demand. The optimiza-
tion process is discussed in Section5. Note that in general,
because of transient effects discussed later, these optimum
r drive
c

In the simulation of the stack three Cell-level loss me
nisms are considered. These are:

The cumulative Cell-level losses due to: the mass tran
limitations and reaction losses on each of the cell ano
The ohmic membrane losses for each cell,
The cumulative Cell-level cathode losses due to m
transport and reaction losses on each of the cell cath

.2. Example results for Cell-level simulation

For the anode, the impact of the fuel supply is accou
or as a voltage loss that is a function of hydrogen mass
ate, pressure, and current. Each particular mass flow
ressure, and current results in a different average p
ressure of hydrogen at the anode catalyst layer surfac

s associated with a different anode voltage loss.
The ohmic membrane loss is due to the ionic resist

f the membrane plus both catalyst layers, and the elect
nd contact resistance in the catalyst layer, the backing
nd the bipolar plates. This loss is modeled as proport

o the applied stack current.
On the cathode side the impact of air supply is accou

or as a voltage loss that is a function of the average p
ressure of oxygen at the catalyst layer-gas diffusion

nterface and the stack current. As with the anode, each
icular mass flow rate, pressure, and current results in a d
nt average partial pressure of oxygen at the cathode ca

ayer surface and is associated with a different cathode
ge loss.
t

esults are not achieved throughout an entire dynamic
ycle.

Fig. 7. Simulation of fuel cell voltages for variation in air pressure.
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Fig. 8. “Optimized” polarization curves for the DH, IM, and IH fuel cells.

The “optimized” curves inFig. 8 depend upon the exact
characteristics of the specific air supply system and the WTM
control and components used in a particular fuel cell system.
The curves shown here (for a particular choice of stack, air
supply, and WTM components) are purely illustrative, and
therefore must not be interpreted quantitatively as general
results.

Because of the close link between the air system and the
stack sizing in developing the optimum air supply-stack con-
trol strategy, theDH-FCVSimuser is only able to select spe-
cific stack and air system combinations (rather than individ-
ual components) in the simulation. This issue is discussed in
detail in Section5.

4.3. Stack simulation implementation

The key assumptions for the Stack simulation are:

• Adequate water management is provided such that cell re-
sistance remains constant with current and no water flood-
ing effects are seen in the cathode.

• All cell voltages are equal for a given stack current. The
number of cells and the area of each cell are specific to
each Stack.

At its top most level, the fuel cell stack model takes the in-
puts of hydrogen utilization, hydrogen concentration, current
demand, air stoichiometric ratio, and air pressure to calculate

Simulin
Fig. 9. Details of the
 k fuel cell stack block.
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the cell and stack output voltage under each specific set of dy-
namically varying operating conditions. The purpose of the
calculation is to dynamically simulate the voltage–current
characteristics of a fuel cell stack operating on pure hydro-
gen and air within an FCV. The Simulink block that carries
out this calculation within the DH fuel cell system simulation
is shown inFig. 9.

As illustrated inFig. 9, the Simulink fuel cell stack block
includes the lower level blocks that calculate and sum up the
various losses associated with stack operation at the condi-
tions determined by the dynamic input variables—hydrogen
utilization, hydrogen concentration, current demand, air sto-
ichiometric ratio, and air pressure. The details of this stack
simulation process is further discussed in the literature (Fried-
man et al.[7,8]).

5. Air supply

The DH fuel cell system utilizes an air supply subsystem
with an associated control scheme. The air supply can be op-
erated either at high pressure (using a compressor) or at low
pressure (using a blower). Both designs have been demon-
strated for automotive applications. A comparison of these
two modes of operation is available in the literature (Cun-
n
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into the anode fuel loop, as required), but no humidifier is
included for control of the air humidity entering the cathode.

In addition to the interaction with the fuel cell stack, the
air system also interacts with WTM components and impacts
the WTM control strategy. Following the stack reactions, it
is necessary to recover liquid water from the stack exhaust
stream—primarily for recirculation into the anode fuel loop
of the DH system. This exhaust stream consists of excess
oxygen, the unused nitrogen, and water liquid and vapor. If
the amount of liquid water is not sufficient for system water
requirements, a condenser is necessary to recover additional
liquid water from the vapor phase. The WTM operation and
control strategy is discussed separately in a later section.

In the following subsections the compressor air supply
simulation model is first discussed in more detail, the air
supply control optimization scheme is then introduced, tran-
sient effects are brought into consideration, and finally the
implementation of the compressor air supply model within
Simulink is described.

5.1. Description of the air supply model

The complete requirements for a flexible and realistic air
supply simulation in an FCV model are described in detail
in the literature (Cunningham et al.[11]). The compressor
a y
b
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a ng:
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2 r fuel

3 lica-
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ined
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ingham et al.[9]).
Fig. 10shows the components for a high-pressure cat

ir loop that is simulated inDH-FCVSim. The control schem
eveloped to maximize the system efficiency at each sy
ower level is discussed later. An “atmospheric” pressur
upply using a blower is also available for simulation inDH-
CVSim.

The illustrated air supply includes a compressor wi
ariable speed electric motor. The compressor drives the
ure and mass flow of the cathode air loop, although o
omponents play important roles in the overall operatio
he airflow loop. Compressed air is sent directly into the c
de of the fuel cell stack where oxygen is depleted for po
eneration. A condenser component is included in the
de exhaust path to recover liquid water (for recircula

Fig. 10. High-pressure
ir supply system used inDH-FCVSimis described briefl
elow.

Multiple compressor technologies are available, and
lower technology is available, for comparison mode
mong air supply technologies. They include the followi

. Twinscrew compressor (with 2.45 PR max),

. Piston compressor (second generation, designed fo
cell applications),

. Centrifugal compressor (designed for fuel cell app
tions),

. Regenerative blower.

The air supply model is able to use an expander comb
ith the three compressor options listed above.

ply in the fuel cell system.
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Fig. 11. Twinscrew compressor efficiency.

For the examples in this paper, a twinscrew, positive dis-
placement compressor (number 1 from list above) is chosen.
It has a maximum pressure ratio (PR) capability of 2.5 and a
maximum air mass flow rate of 105 g/s at a maximum pres-
sure ratio of 1.8 (assuming STP conditions).Fig. 11illustrates
the experimental performance of the twinscrew compressor
incorporated into the model. This data is used to determine
the air compressor parasitic load.

The experimental efficiency values plotted in this figure
incorporate the mechanical losses in the compressor device as
well as the isentropic efficiency of compression. Therefore,
the efficiency is expressed at the shaft of the motor. The shaft
mechanical input power for each particular set of operating
conditions (pressure ratio and mass flow) of the compressor
can be calculated from the information in this figure.

Additionally, a variable speed motor and controller map is
utilized to determine the input electric power (auxiliary load
of the air supply) required to provide a given compressor
shaft speed and torque. The motor operates with a current
draw from the fuel cell stack at the voltage produced at the
stack. Control of the backpressure applied to the compressor,
and control of the motor shaft speed, allow for the delivery
of the desired airflow into the fuel cell stack.

5.2. Air supply control optimization

-
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loop operation under dynamic power demand. This steady-
state optimization process is outlined below, and a detailed
description of the process is available in the literature (Fried-
man et al.[7], Friedman et al.[10]).

The gross power of the fuel cell stack is directly depen-
dent on the average partial pressure of oxygen at the cathode
catalyst reaction sites. Each single value of average partial
pressure of oxygen corresponds to a particular cell voltage
value at a particular current density, and is a function of both
the total air pressure and the air mass flow rate. For this rea-
son, a compressor that can provide variable flow and pressure
is required to provide a broad range of stack power operation
with minimum energy consumption (high efficiency) for the
high-pressure air supply system.

The (net) electric system power is simply the stack (gross)
electric power minus the parasitic loads of the air system elec-
tric motor (calculated from the air system model used for the
optimization process) and the WTM radiator and condenser
loads.

Different pressure and air mass flow combinations lead to
different water states (vapor percent versus liquid percent)
in the fuel cell cathode exhaust. Both of these factors have
ramifications on condenser and radiator loads and will affect
parasitic (pump and fan) electric demands. For this reason,
the condenser and radiator loads are taken into consideration
w gy.
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One unique feature of theDH-FCVSimmodel is the op
imization process that includes the effects of stack, air
ly, and WTM on system efficiency. A separate stand-a
teady-state “optimization” model is used to determine
ombination of air supply, stack, and water/thermal man
ent performance that maximizes the steady-state sy
fficiency over the net electrical power range. This prov
control target for the operation of these components.

rocess accounts for the fuel cell stack performance, the
sitic load of the air supply, and the parasitic loads of
ondenser and radiator for the WTM system in determ
ng the optimum air supply control strategy. The result
his optimization are used in the control strategy for the
hen determining the optimum air system control strate
The control strategy derived from the optimization proc

epresents an optimized simulated steady-state operati
ther words, for each net electric power value demand

he fuel cell system the optimization model provides a “
et” air pressure and mass flow rate at which to operat
ystem in order to maximize steady-state system efficien
hat net power level. However, this target will not gener
e achieved for every instant during actual model simula
f a drive cycle, because of transient limitations in the
upply system.

Example results from this steady-state optimization –
he twinscrew compressor technology used for illustra
ere – are summarized inFig. 12. This figure shows th
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Fig. 12. Air supply power ratio vs. stack power.

“optimized” ratio of the compressor electric power loss to
the gross power from the fuel cell stack—plotted for the com-
plete range of the stack’s gross power capability. This is the
ratio for optimized steady-state operation at each power level
(i.e., using the optimum variable pressure and mass air flow
at each point) and is not generally achieved during very dy-
namic system operation. These are the operating points that
the control system seeks within the limitations of transient
response.

For this compressor technology, operated in an optimum
steady state at each power level,Fig. 12shows that the power
required for the compressor can be quite small (<10% relative
to the stack gross power) in the partial load regions (10–60%
of peak stack power). However, near full power operation this
compressor is forced to operate in a less efficient region of
performance to provide the required air mass flow, and the
relative power ratio begins to increase (approaching 20% of
stack gross power).

Also there is a sharp increase in the power ratio at very low
stack power. This increase in the power ratio at the very low
power region occurs because the compressor has a minimum
(idle) air flow that it must provide (technology limited)—this
flow must be provided regardless of the actual stack air re-
quirements or stack output power needed for other auxiliary
loads.
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The air supply subsystem cannot respond instantaneously.
In general, there are two primary system characteristics that
result in a transient delay in air supply to the cathode. That is,
between the time when the compressor motor is supplied with
sufficient electrical power (relative to a demanded air pressure
and air mass flow) until the time that the desired air pressure
and flow reach the fuel cell stack cathode reaction sites. First,
there is a time associated with changing the state of the air
in the entire physical volume of pipes and cathode channels.
This may be thought of as “charging” the complete air flow
system. The time delay will be relatively larger, for example,
if the system needs to be changed from a low pressure (i.e.,
1.2 atms) to a higher pressure (i.e., 3 atms). The second time
delay is associated with the inertia of the compressor shaft
movement.

To account for the combination of these effects, the simu-
lation of the air supply system includes a time delay feature
that retards the supply of air pressure and air mass flow rel-
ative to the demanded stack current. This delay introduces
a transient into the air supply fuel cell system response to a
change in vehicle power demand (accelerator position), and
causes a lag in the power provided by the fuel cell system—as
well as leading to air system operation off the optimum effi-
ciency point for the demanded power.
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Over the range of system net power load, the pressur
irflow demands vary with the power demand value. Th
ass flow steadily increases from the minimum (idle) air
p to the peak airflow value as the power demand incre
he pressure, however, does not necessarily exhibit a s
onotonically increasing characteristic. The exact sha

he optimum pressure curve versus system power depen
he detailed performance of the compressor technology
xample, although the pressure is higher at peak power t
inimum power, the optimized pressure line for the spe

winscrew compressor technology illustrated here occa
lly decreases for increases in electric power demand.
t

.3. Simulation model implementation

The DH-FCVSimmodel user has a Graphical User
erface (GUI) specifically for the optimized air system p
uel cell stack. With this interface, the user can choose
everal optimized stack-compressor files. Performance
cteristics can be viewed in the GUI. Output results inc
ompressor and stack air conditions throughout the ve
imulation.Fig. 13is the Simulink implementation of the a
upply.

Operation of this block is initiated by the input of to
tack current required by the fuel cell system, a surro
or system power demand. This input enters the “compre
ontrol scheme block” where it is used to determine the
uired stack operating PR and air mass flow rate (mdot).

s accomplished with map information originally calcula
n the optimization model (where the stack pressure ratio
ir mass flow are optimized as a function of current).

Following the “control scheme block”, air system ch
cteristics related to the fuel cell stack are calculated.
ressure drop along the cathode channels in the stack
ounted for and summed with the stack pressure to dete
he demanded PR at the compressor. Additionally, the S
ociated with the operating mass flow and total stack cu
s calculated and used as an input to the “fuel cell stack bl
not shown in this figure).

Finally, the compressor/expander shaft and electrical
cteristics for the demanded PR and mass flow are calcu
haft power and speed are determined using map inform

rom air system developers. Recovered shaft power from
se of an expander is included, if utilized. The net shaft po
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Fig. 13. Detail of the Simulink air supply model.

and speed is then used to calculate shaft torque followed by
the associated electrical power needed at the motor terminals.
The last step is to utilize the electrical power and the stack
voltage and calculate the necessary electrical current needed
to operate the compressor. This becomes an output and is
used in the fuel cell system control scheme.

An expander (turbine) simulation is provided within the
DH-FCVSimmodel structure. This allows the model to ac-
count for recovered shaft energy with the use of an expander.
Output shaft power from this device is included in the vehicle
model as a look-up table. The key assumptions are:

• The stack gross power is calculated using the stack exit air
pressure conditions.

• The air system model utilizes one motor map scaled for
the different technologies.

• “Turbo-lag” between the compressor and the expander is
not considered.

A detailed discussion of the implications and requirements
for including an expander in the air system is available in the
literature (Cunningham et al.[12]).

6. Water and thermal management

ater
a a DH
f the
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t the
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uel
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The WTM subsystem refers to the primary heat transfer
component (radiator) and primary water recovery unit (con-
denser) within the fuel cell system. In the WTM model these
two components are analyzed in the context of the fuel cell
system to determine their impact as a parasitic power loss for
the system. The process of WTM calculation, optimization,
and control considers all other components in the system, but
only in the context of heat and water balance. For example,
from the perspective of the WTM, the fuel cell stack is viewed
only as a heat source, a water production component, and a
heat storage device.

The vehicle radiator has the primary function of main-
taining the fuel cell stack at its operating temperature. As
discussed below, the heat load is given by the combination of
the stack heat rejection due to inefficiency and due to water
condensation in the stack. Even though the fuel cell stack is
substantially more efficient as an energy converter than an
This section briefly describes the basic elements of a w
nd thermal management subsystem, WTM system, for

uel cell vehicle. Detailed descriptions are available in
iterature (Badrinarayanan et al.[13,14]).

The discussion of the fuel cell system and componen
his section is from a WTM viewpoint. In other words,
omponent descriptions are greatly simplified to focus
nly the aspects that affect the WTM subsystem operat

The WTM system diagram is illustrated (within the f
ell system context) inFig. 14.
 Fig. 14. WTM system diagram.
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internal combustion (IC) engine, the amount of heat that has
to be dissipated through the fuel cell system cooling circuit
is much larger. This is because relatively little heat is car-
ried away in the exhaust of the fuel cell (<10%) as opposed
to the energy content of the high temperature exhaust of the
IC engine (>33%). Additionally, because the stack generally
has a narrow window of optimal temperature operation, the
required flow rates of coolant through the radiator can be
substantial for high power operation of the stack.

The condenser in the DH system is placed in the cathode
exhaust stream and provides any additional liquid water that
is needed by the system (in the DH system this is used for
injection into the anode fuel stream).

6.1. Heat balance within the DH fuel cell system

The stack generates heat by two primary mechanisms: (1)
the inefficient conversion of hydrogen chemical energy into
electrical energy, and (2) the condensation of water inside the
stack. The combination of these two heat sources determines
the thermal load on the radiator.

The amount of heat due to losses in the stack conversion
process for the hydrogen chemical energy is directly related
to the stack efficiency. The stack efficiency is calculated in
the simulation as the gross electrical power produced by the
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is not able to remove all the heat that the stack produces. When
this occurs, the stack acts like a thermal storage medium. The
rate at which the stack stores heat is a function of the weight
of the stack and the specific heat of the stack, and the rate
at which the temperature of the stack rises when all the heat
cannot be removed by the coolant. Additionally, when the
stack is above it’s operating temperature and operating below
the maximum heat removal of the coolant, the time required
to cool the stack back down to the operating temperature
can be calculated under the assumption that all heat loss is
through the coolant loop.

6.2. Water balance within the DH fuel cell system

Efficient operation and durability for a PEM fuel cell stack
requires that each cell membrane, and catalyst layers, be very
well hydrated. If water is not continuously provided to the
anode, the lack of proper hydration can cause significant in-
creases in cell resistance and the overpotential of the cell an-
ode reaction. Various methods are practiced to provide this
anode water input. A common approach is to continuously
humidify the anode stream (with water recovered from the
cathode exhaust stream). In this model, the water input to the
anode is simulated as direct water injection into the air stream
as it enters the anode plenum.
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tack divided by the lower heating value of the fuel (2)
sed in the stack. It is important to note that the stack
iency is based on the fuel used within the stack as opp
o the fuel supplied to the stack (some of which is not c
umed and is recirculated in the anode loop). The lower
ng value is used for this calculation to represent the
here all of the water exits in the stack in vapor form. T

s not always the case and the value is later corrected fo
raction of water condensed within the stack, as discu
elow.

Because of the substantial heat generation by the s
nd the small temperature differential between the co
nd ambient temperature, fuel cell vehicles can require
adiators. The radiator simulation is based on a lookup
hat uses empirical data generated from a modern sta
razed aluminum, single-pass radiator with 33 tubes (Ric

17]) under the assumptions of:

No ram-air effect (all air flow due to radiator fan). Includ
ram-air will reduce the load on the condenser fan.
Temperature difference of coolant maintained at 5◦C. Will
require variable flow rate coolant pump (not mode
here).
Constant fan efficiency of 50%. This is a conservative
sumption. A real fan would have an efficiency map ba
on torque and speed.

In a vehicle system, it is likely that the radiator fan will
ized for a specific peak load. This is generally thought
erms of continuous peak power or grade-ability. This p
ower is frequently not the maximum power the system
roduce. Therefore there will be situations when the rad
For the DH fuel cell system considered here, water i
ected into the anode fuel stream to produce 100% rel
umidity (RH) at the fuel cell stack operating tempera
rior to entry into the stack. Therefore, because of rec

ation of the anode stream (i.e., no exhaust to ambient
et water injection requirement for the anode is equal to
ater dragged from the anode to the cathode (electro-os
rag effect). This water drag value is dependent on the
urrent and the state of hydration as a function of dist
hrough the membrane. For theDH-FCVSimmodel it is cal-
ulated from a separate detailed stack model (Badrinaray
t al.[14]).

There is disagreement in the literature on whether hu
fication of the input cathode air stream is necessary to in
ood fuel cell stack performance. Some authors claim

t improves membrane humidification and thermal man
ent of the air supply (Pischinger et al.[15]), while others

ndicate that it is not necessary in a well designed system
ay even make water and thermal management more

ult (Wilson et al.[16]). The model allows either choice
e made in a simulation.

All of the water required for the fuel cell system is c
ensed at the exhaust of the stack cathode. The ca
xhaust consists of nitrogen, residual oxygen, and w
he water in the cathode exhaust can be from four di
nt sources:

Water production at the cathode due to the cathode
tion.
Net water dragged from the anode to the cathode by p
flow.
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• Ambient humidity in the inlet cathode air stream.
• Water injected for cathode inlet air humidification.

The water in the stack cathode exhaust can exit as either
vapor or liquid form, and, most commonly, is a two-phase
mixture. The amount of water that condenses within the stack
is a strong function of the cathode operating parameters of
air pressure and air mass flow rate. For the water that exits in
liquid form, the amount of heat rejected by condensation has
to be accounted for in the calculation of the stack heat gen-
erated (because the calculation of the hydrogen conversion
heat generation in the stack used the lower heating value for
hydrogen).

The WTM simulation calculates the water required for the
system. Given the cathode conditions some amount of that
water may have already condensed within the stack and is
available in the liquid phase. The condenser is then operated
to condense any additional liquid water needed to meet the
system requirement.

The major assumptions used in the condenser simulation
are:

• All water is condensed at cathode exhaust (no anode ex-
haust condenser). While this is not an issue for the DH
system (because of hydrogen recirculation), IM and IH
fuel cell systems can lose significant water through the
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Fig. 15. Optimized cathode stoichiometric ratio.

ing parameters. The WTM loads are dependant on the sys-
tem operating parameters (cathode pressure and cathode sto-
ichiometry) and it is important to include WTM loads while
performing an overall system optimization. The objective of
the optimal operating scheme (on the cathode side) is to de-
termine a pressure ratio and mass flow rate that maximizes
the net steady-state power from the fuel cell system at every
operating point. The full optimization procedure is described
in detail in the literature (Friedman et al.[10]).

Examples of the resulting optimization curves for the air-
side operating parameters are shown inFigs. 15 and 16. The
curves for the DH system are compared with optimization
results for the IM and IH systems. Both the IM and IH fuel
cell systems have substantially higher system water require-
ments, essentially because of the fuel processor water and air
requirements in these systems.

It is also important to note that the optimal air pressure
and stoichiometry for each stack operating point is strongly
influenced by the size and design of the WTM and air supply
components. Increasing or decreasing the size or heat transfer
anode exhaust.
There is no ram-air effect (i.e., all airflow is due to
condenser fan). This is conservative case, since inclu
ram-air will reduce the load on the condenser fan.
A constant fan efficiency of 50%. This is a conserva
assumption. A real fan would have an efficiency map b
on torque and speed.

The model of the air–air condenser that is used for
urpose is based on a cross flow heat exchanger.

.3. Optimized operation of WTM subsystem

In general, the parasitic loads of the WTM system
mall in comparison with the other auxiliaries of the fuel
ystem (air supply, fuel processors, etc.) for a well desi
uel cell system with optimized WTM control. It is importa
o note that this is for an optimized system (one in which

TM and air supply loads are minimized in compariso
he stack output at each operating point) and for one
he relatively large heat-transfer areas used in this m
ther design choices can be made that will increase the W
arasitic loads significantly.

The WTM system is included in the overall optimizat
f the cathode (air) side operating strategy for the comp
or. Because the WTM system is strongly affected by
ir pressure and flow rate (stoichiometry), its optimiza

mpacts the air supply optimization scheme.
The optimization process used here for the fuel cell

em can be thought of as maximizing the net power of
ystem at each operating point based on controllable op
 Fig. 16. Optimized cathode pressure ratio.
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Fig. 17. The hydrogen supply system in the fuel cell engine.

coefficient of the radiator or condenser, as well as changing
the air supply (compressor, blower, expander, etc.) can sig-
nificantly shift the optimal operating points. In this way, the
optimal sizing of the system is part of the overall optimiza-
tion process. The optimal sizing of components is a design
issue that is not discussed here, but is critical to achieving
low values of air supply losses and WTM losses for the fuel
cell system.

6.4. Implementation of model

The WTM model uses the instantaneous system current,
stack voltage, air supply stoichiometric ratio (SR), and air
supply PR as inputs, and calculates as an output the auxiliary
load of the WTM system (in terms of the current required
at the fuel cell stack output voltage). In addition, other out-
puts available from this model for analysis purposes are the
instantaneous water recovered, instantaneous water require-
ment, cumulative water availability, stack temperature, radi-
ator load, condenser load, and total WTM auxiliary load as a
function of time throughout the simulation.

In effect, the WTM model calculates the total power re-
quired by the condenser and radiator system to try to control
system thermal and water balance on an instantaneous ba-
sis. Dividing this power requirement by the stack voltage,
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fresh hydrogen from the storage tank. An ejector pump is
assumed to provide the recirculation for the hydrogen from
the anode exhaust.

In comparison with the potential time delays associated
with the air supply, or the fuel processor systems required
for indirect methanol and indirect hydrocarbon fuel cell sys-
tems, no significant dynamic effects exist for the hydrogen
supply system. Therefore, it is assumed that there is negli-
gible time delay in providing the requested hydrogen flow
from the storage tanks at the required pressure, and no time
delay is included in the hydrogen supply subsystem model.
Thus, the compressed hydrogen supply plays no role in the
dynamic response of the fuel cell system.

Since an ejector pump (using the Venturi effect) provides
recirculation of the hydrogen, it is assumed that there is no
parasitic power required for the recirculation of the exhaust
hydrogen. Therefore, the hydrogen supply also plays no role
in the optimization of the fuel cell system operation and has
no effect on the fuel cell system energy conversion efficiency.

The hydrogen tank size is modeled to provide information
on the physical volume needed for storage, and to compute
the tank’s mass so that this can be include in the total vehicle
mass for vehicle dynamics simulation.

Output information from the hydrogen supply simulation
includes the tank pressure and the mass of hydrogen in the
t
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he WTM model then calculates a current that represen
oad of the WTM system as an additional current that m
e provided by the fuel cell system (an increased fuel an
ow requirement and different operating point). This p
itic power requirement is included as a system loss in
alculation of the DH fuel cell system efficiency.

. Hydrogen supply

The goal of the hydrogen supply modeling process
etermine the hydrogen storage and delivery character

hat may affect the system performance, and to feed th
ormation into the system model.

The hydrogen supply subsystem is illustrated inFig. 17.
t basically consists of a high-pressure (5000 psi) hydro
ank for the hydrogen storage, and a recirculation loop to
he unused hydrogen in the stack exhaust into the flo
ank at any given time during the simulation.

. Summary

This paper introduces and describes the load-follow
H version of the generalFCVSimfuel cell vehicle simu

ation tool. The emphasis is on the simulation of a Di
ydrogen fuel cell system within the generalFCVSimsim-
lation tool, which was developed to provide a dynamic
ealistic FCV simulation tool.

This specific DH fuel cell vehicle simulation tool pr
ented in this paper is referred to asDH-FCVSim. DH-
CVSimsimulates a direct-hydrogen vehicle configured
load-following vehicle (without additional energy stor

nd without the provision of regenerative braking). Altho
CVSim-based simulation tools have also been devel

or a variety of other FCV designs, including hybrids, th
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other tools are not discussed in this paper. Only brief de-
scriptions of the vehicle subsystems in the generalFCVSim
vehicle model are provided as background, and this paper fo-
cuses on the subsystems that are specific to the load-following
direct-hydrogen FCV model,DH-FCVSim.

There are four major subsystems that are specific to the
load-following direct-hydrogen model,DH-FCVSim. They
are: the fuel cell stack, the air supply, the water and thermal
management system, and the hydrogen supply. In the major
sections of this paper, each of these four major subsystems is
described, components and controls are discussed, the spe-
cific simulation methodology is presented, and the general
results available from theDH-FCVSimtool are illustrated by
examples, where that appears useful and effective.
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